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Abstract—Bottleneck problems are an important class of opti-
mization problems that have recently gained increasing attention
in the domain of machine learning and information theory. They
are widely used in generative models, fair machine learning
algorithms, design of privacy-assuring mechanisms, and appear
as information-theoretic performance bounds in various multi-
user communication problems. In this work, we propose a general
family of optimization problems, termed as complexity-leakage-
utility bottleneck (CLUB) model, which (i) provides a unified
theoretical framework that generalizes most of the state-of-
the-art literature for the information-theoretic privacy models,
(ii) establishes a new interpretation of the popular generative
and discriminative models, (iii) constructs new insights for the
generative compression models, and (iv) can be used to obtain
fair generative models. We first formulate the CLUB model as
a complexity-constrained privacy-utility optimization problem.
We then connect it with the closely related bottleneck problems,
namely information bottleneck (IB), privacy funnel (PF), deter-
ministic IB (DIB), conditional entropy bottleneck (CEB), and
conditional PF (CPF). We show that the CLUB model generalizes
all these problems as well as most other information-theoretic
privacy models. Then, we construct the deep variational CLUB
(DVCLUB) models by employing neural networks to parame-
terize variational approximations of the associated information
quantities. Building upon these information quantities, we present
unified objectives of the supervised and unsupervised DVCLUB
models. Leveraging the DVCLUB model in an unsupervised
setup, we then connect it with state-of-the-art generative models,
such as variational auto-encoders (VAEs), generative adversarial
networks (GANs), as well as the Wasserstein GAN (WGAN),
Wasserstein auto-encoder (WAE), and adversarial auto-encoder
(AAE) models through the optimal transport (OT) problem. We
then show that the DVCLUB model can also be used in fair
representation learning problems, where the goal is to mitigate
the undesired bias during the training phase of a machine
learning model. We conduct extensive quantitative experiments
on colored-MNIST and CelebA datasets.
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1. INTRODUCTION

RELEASING an ‘optimal’ representation of data for a
given task while simultaneously assuring privacy of the

individuals’ identity and their associated data is an important
challenge in today’s highly connected and data-driven world,
and has been widely studied in the information theory, signal
processing, data mining and machine learning communities.
An optimal representation is the most useful (sufficient),
compressed (compact), and least privacy-breaching (minimal)
representation of data. Indeed, an optimal representation of
data can be obtained subject to constraints on the target task
and its computational and storage complexities.

We investigate the problem of privacy-preserving data
representation for a specific utility task, e.g., classification,
identification, or reconstruction. Treating utility and privacy
in a statistical framework [1] with mutual information as
both the utility and obfuscation measures, we generalize the
privacy funnel (PF) [2] and information bottleneck (IB) [3]
models, and introduce a new and more general model called
complexity-leakage-utility bottleneck (CLUB). Consider two
parties, a data owner and a utility service provider. The data
owner observes a random variable X and acquires some
utility from the service provider based on the information
he discloses. Simultaneously, the data owner wishes to limit
the amount of information revealed about a sensitive random
variable S that depends on X. Therefore, instead of revealing
X directly to the service provider, the data owner releases a
new representation, denoted by Z. The amount of information
leaked to the service provider (public domain) about the
sensitive variable S is measured by the mutual information
I (S;Z). Moreover, the data owner is subjected to a constraint
on information complexity of representation that is revealed
to the service provider. This imposed information complexity
is measured by I (X;Z). Moreover, in general, the acquired
utility depends on a utility random variable U that is depen-
dent on X and may also be correlated with S. The amount
of useful information revealed to the service provider is
measured by I (U;Z). Therefore, considering a Markov chain
(U,S)−◦−X−◦−Z, our aim is to share a privacy-preserving
(sanitized) representation Z of observed data X, through a
stochastic mapping PZ|X, while preserving information about
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utility attribute U and obfuscating information about sensitive
attribute S. The stochastic mapping PZ|X is called complexity-
constrained obfuscation-utility-assuring mapping. The general
diagram of our setup is depicted in Fig. 1.

1.1. Contributions
• We propose the CLUB model, which provides a charac-

terization of the complexity-leakage-utility trade-off in a
data release mechanism. This model provides a statistical
inference framework that generalizes most of the state-of-
the-art literature in the information-theoretic privacy models.

• We provide new insights into the representation learning
problems by bridging information-theoretic privacy with
the generative models through the bottleneck principle. We
start from a purely information-theoretic framework that has
roots in the classical Shannon rate-distortion theory. Next we
demonstrate the connection of our model to several recent
research trends in generative models and representation
learning. In particular, we show that the CLUB model has
connections to the variational fair auto-encoder model [4]
to learn representations for a prediction problem while re-
moving potential biases against some variable (e.g., gender,
ethnicity) from the results of a learned model [4]–[7].

• We generalize the CLUB perspective to comprise both su-
pervised and unsupervised setups. In the unsupervised setup,
the deep variational CLUB (DVCLUB) model is shown
to have interesting connections with the several generative
models, such as variational auto-encoder (VAE) [8], β-VAE
[9], InfoVAE [10], generative adversarial network (GAN)
[11], Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) [12], Wasserstein auto-
encoders [13], adversarial auto-encoder (AAE) [14], VAE-
GAN [15], and BIB-AE [16].

• We conduct extensive qualitative and quantitative experi-
ments on several real-world datasets to evaluate and validate
the effectiveness of the proposed CLUB model.
Please, see [17] for an extended version of this paper.

1.2. State-of-the-Art
In order to protect privacy, various mechanisms have been

developed that aim to prevent certain statistical inferences
about data. These mechanisms can add noise to the output
or randomize data to conceal private information before it is
shared with a third party. The effectiveness of these mech-
anisms is evaluated using different privacy metrics, which
consider the type of adversary, and the data sources available
to them. There are two main types of privacy-preserving
mechanisms: prior-independent and prior-dependent. Prior-
independent mechanisms make minimal assumptions about the
data distribution and the information held by an adversary,
and are designed to protect privacy regardless of the specific
characteristics of the data being protected or the motivations
and capabilities of any potential adversaries. Prior-dependent
mechanisms, on the other hand, make use of knowledge about
the probability distribution of private data and the abilities of
adversaries in order to design privacy-preserving mechanisms.

Addressing data anonymization [18], various well-known
statistical formulations and schemes were proposed, such as k-
anonymity [19], ℓ-diversity [20], t-closeness [21], differential
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Fig. 1: The general CLUB framework.

privacy (DP) [22], and pufferfish privacy [23], which are based
on some form of data perturbation. These mechanisms mainly
focus on the querying data, inference algorithms and transport-
ing. DP is the most popular context-free (prior-independent)
notion of privacy, which is characterized in terms of the
distinguishability of ‘neighboring’ databases. However, DP
does not provide any guarantee on the average or maximum
information leakage [1].

Information-theoretic (IT) privacy is the study of designing
mechanisms and metrics that preserve privacy when the statis-
tical properties or probability distribution of data can be esti-
mated or partially known. IT privacy approaches [1], [24]–[38]
model and analyze the trade-off between privacy and utility
using IT metrics, which quantify how much information an
adversary can gain about private features from disclosed data.
These metrics are often formulated in terms of divergences
between probability distributions, such as f-divergences and
Renyi divergence. IT privacy metrics can be operationalized
in terms of an adversary’s ability to infer sensitive data and
can be used to balance the trade-off between allowing useful
information to be drawn from disclosed data and preserving
privacy. By using prior knowledge about the statistical prop-
erties of data and assumptions about the adversary’s inference
capabilities, IT privacy can help to understand the fundamental
limits of privacy and how to balance privacy and utility. The
IT privacy framework is inspired by Shannon’s information-
theoretic notion of secrecy [39], where security is measured
through the equivocation rate at the eavesdropper, and by Reed
[24] and Yamamoto’s [25] treatment of security and privacy
from a lossy source coding standpoint.

Data-driven privacy mechanisms, such as those inspired by
generative adversarial networks (GANs) [11], aim to balance
the protection of private information with the usefulness of
released data. These mechanisms model the trade-off between
privacy and utility as a game between a defender (privatizer)
and an adversary [34], [40]–[42]. The privatizer encodes the
dataset to minimize inference leakage on private/sensitive
variables, while the adversary tries to infer these variables
from the released data. Adversarial training algorithms, which
are used to optimize privacy-preserving mechanisms, can be
deterministic or incorporate randomness. Our model subsumes
these models. We establish a more precise connection with the
state-of-the-art after introducing the CLUB model.

Our model is inspired by [43], where the authors established
the rate region of the extended Gray-Wyner system for two
discrete memoryless sources, which include Wyner’s common
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information, Gács-Körner common information, IB, Körner
graph entropy, necessary conditional entropy, and the PF, as
extreme points. We extend and unify most of the previously
proposed objectives in the literature based on IT privacy
models. Our research is also closely related to [37], [44]–
[46]. Considering the Markov chain (U,S)−◦−X−◦−Z, the
authors in [44] addressed the problem of privacy-preserving
representation learning in a scenario where the goal is to
share a sanitized representation Z of high-dimensional data
X while preserving information about utility attribute U and
obfuscate information about private (sensitive) attribute S. In-
spired by GANs, the framework is formulated as a distribution
matching problem. Compared with [44], our formulation is
more general as it addresses a key missing component in
their formulation, i.e., the rate (description length, information
complexity) constraint. Another fundamental related work
to ours is [37], which studied the rate-constrained privacy-
utility trade-off problem and considered a similar model as
[44], independently. The proposed framework is restricted to
discrete alphabets and studied the necessary and sufficient
conditions for the existence of positive utility, i.e., I(U ;Z)>0,
under a perfect obfuscation regime, i.e., I(S;Z) = 0. Analo-
gous to [37], considering the Markov chain (U,S)−◦−X−◦−Z,
the authors in [45] adopted a local information geometry
analysis to construct the modal decomposition of the joint
distributions, divergence transfer matrices, and mutual infor-
mation. Next, they obtained the locally sufficient statistics
for inferences about the utility attribute, while satisfying the
perfect obfuscation constraint. Furthermore, they developed
the notion of perfect obfuscation based on χ2-divergence
and Kullback–Leibler divergence in the Euclidean information
space. Considering the Markov chain (U,S)−◦−X−◦−Z, the
role of information complexity in privacy leakage about an
attribute of an adversary’s interest is studied in [46]. In contrast
to the PF and generative adversarial privacy models, they
considered the setup in which the adversary’s interest is not
known a priori to the data owner. More detailed connections
between the CLUB model and the state-of-the-art bottleneck
models, fair machine learning models, generative models, and
modern data compression models are presented in Sec. 6.

1.3. Outline
In Sec. 2, we present the general problem statement of

the CLUB model, and next we briefly review and introduce
a few preliminary concepts that are necessary to understand
the problem formulation. We then present the CLUB model
in Sec. 3. The DVCLUB model is presented in Sec. 4.
Experimental results are provided in Sec. 5. The detailed
connections between the CLUB model and the state-of-the-art
bottleneck models, fair machine learning models, generative
models, and modern data compression models are presented
in Sec. 6. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Sec. 7.

1.4. Notations
Throughout this paper, random variables are denoted by

capital letters (e.g., X , Y ), deterministic values are denoted
by small letters (e.g., x, y), random vectors are denoted
by capital bold letter (e.g., X, Y), deterministic vectors are

denoted by small bold letters (e.g., x, y), alphabets (sets) are
denoted by calligraphic fonts (e.g., X ,Y), and for specific
quantities/values we use sans serif font (e.g., x, y, C, D,
P, Ω). Superscript (.)T stands for the transpose. Also, we
use the notation [N ] for the set {1, 2, ...,N}. H(PX) :=
EPX

[− logPX] denotes the Shannon entropy; H(PX∥QX):=
EPX

[− logQX] denotes the cross-entropy of the distribution
PX relative to a distribution QX; and H

(
PZ|X∥QZ|X | PX

)
:=

EPX
EPZ|X

[
− logQZ|X

]
denotes the cross-entropy loss for

QZ|X. The relative entropy is defined as DKL (PX∥QX) :=
EPX

[
log PX

QX

]
. The conditional relative entropy is defined by

DKL

(
PZ|X∥QZ|X | PX

)
:= EPX

[
DKL

(
PZ|X=x∥QZ|X=x

)]
and the mutual information is defined by I

(
PX;PZ|X

)
:=

DKL

(
PZ|X∥PZ | PX

)
. We abuse notation to write H(X) =

H (PX) and I (X;Z) = I
(
PX;PZ|X

)
for random objects

X ∼ PX and Z ∼ PZ. We use the same notation for the
probability distributions and the associated densities.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND PRELIMINARIES

In this section, first we present the general problem state-
ment of the CLUB model, and next we introduce the main
concepts necessary to understand the fundamentals of our
model. In particular, we concretely express our inference threat
model and explain why we consider mutual information as
the obfuscation and utility measures. Next, we briefly address
the concepts of relevant information and minimal sufficient
statistics.

2.1. General Problem Statement
Consider the problem of releasing a sanitized representa-

tion Z of observed data X, through a stochastic mapping
PZ|X, while preserving information about a utility attribute
U and obfuscating a sensitive attribute S. In this scenario,
(U,S)−◦−X−◦−Z form a Markov chain. In general, one can
consider a well-defined generic obfuscation measure as a func-
tional of the joint distribution PS,Z that captures the amount
of leakage about S by releasing Z. Let CL : P (S × Z) →
R+ ∪ {0} denote this generic leakage (obfuscation) measure.
On the other hand, one can also consider an application-
specific generic utility measure as a functional of the joint
distribution PU,Z that captures the utility that can be acquired
about U by releasing Z, instead of the original data, X. Let
CU : P (U × Z) → R+ ∪ {0} denote a generic utility loss
measure. Finally, let CC : P (X × Z) → R+ ∪ {0} denote
a generic measure of complexity of the distribution PZ|X for
the data distribution PX. Then, one can consider the generic
CLUB functional as:

CLUB (PU,S,X) := inf
PZ|X:

(U,S)−◦−X−◦−Z

CC
(
PX,PZ|X

)
+ CL

(
PS,PZ|X

)
+ CU

(
PU,PZ|X

)
. (1)

2.2. Obfuscation and Utility Measures under Logarithmic Loss

We consider obfuscation-utility trade-off model where both
utility and obfuscation are measured under logarithmic loss
(also often referred to as the self-information loss). The
logarithmic loss function has been widely used in learning
theory [47], image processing [48], IB [49], multi-terminal
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source coding [50], as well as PF [2]. In this case, both
the obfuscation and utility measures can be modelled by the
mutual information. By minimizing the obfuscation measure
under the logarithmic loss, one actually minimizes an upper
bound on any bounded loss function [2].

Consider the inference threat model introduced in [1], which
models a broad class of adversaries that perform statistical
inference attacks on the sensitive data. Consider an inference
cost function C : S × P (S) → R+ ∪ {0}. Prior to observing
Z, the adversary chooses a belief distribution Q from the set
P(S) of all possible distributions over S, that minimizes the
expected inference cost function C (S,Q). Therefore:

Q∗ = arg min
Q∈P(S)

EPS
[C (S,Q)] . (2)

Let c∗0 = EPS
[C (S,Q∗)] denote the corresponding minimum

average cost. After observing Z = z, the adversary revises his
belief distribution as:

Q∗
z = arg min

Q∈P(S)
EPS|Z [C (S,Q) | Z = z] . (3)

Let c∗z = EPS|Z [C (S,Q∗
z)] denote the corresponding min-

imum average cost of inferring S after observing Z = z.
Therefore, the adversary obtains an average gain of ∆C =
c∗0 − EPZ

[c∗Z] in inference cost. This cost gain measures the
improvement in the quality of the inference of sensitive data S
due to observation of Z. Under the self-information loss cost
function C (s,Q) = − logQ(s), ∀s ∈ S, the information leak-
age ∆C can be measured by the Shannon mutual information
I (S;Z).

On the other hand, the stochastic mapping PZ|X should
maintain the utility of desired data U. Under the self-
information loss, the utility measure is defined as d (u, z) =
− logPU|Z (u | z), which is a function of u and z as well
as stochastic mapping PZ|X. Hence, the average utility loss
is EPU,Z

[
− logPU|Z

]
= H(U | Z) that can be minimized by

designing the stochastic mapping PZ|X. Consider some utility
level Eu ≥ 0, such that we constrain to have H(U | Z) ≤ Eu.
Given PU, and therefore H(U), and assuming that Ru =
H(U) − Eu ≥ 0, the utility constraint can be recast as
I (U;Z) ≥ Ru.

In Sec. 3, built upon this general threat model and consid-
ering the self-information loss as both utility and obfuscation
measures, we present a unified formulation for the complexity-
leakage-utility trade-off that encompasses and extends upon
the state-of-the-art.

2.3. Relevant Information
The relevant information is a common concept in infor-

mation theory and statistics which captures the information
that a random object X contains about another random object
U. Below, we present statistical and information-theoretical
formulations proposed for measuring relevant information.

Definition 1 (Sufficient Statistic). Let U ∈ U be an unknown
parameter and X ∈ X be a random variable with conditional
probability distribution function PX|U. Given a function f :
X → Z , the random variable Z = f(X) is called a sufficient
statistics for U if and only if PX|U,Z (x | u, z) = PX|Z (x |
z), ∀(x,u) ∈ X × U [51], [52].

Equivalently we have I (U;Z) = I (U;X). Note that
U−◦−X−◦−f(X) forms a Markov chain, and by the data
processing inequality (DPI), for a general statistic f(X), we
have I (U; f(X)) ≤ I (f(X) ;X). If equality holds, a sufficient
statistic Z captures all the information in X about U.

Definition 2 (Minimal Sufficient Statistic). A sufficient statis-
tics Z is said to be minimal if it is a function of all other
sufficient statistics, that is, for all sufficient statistics Z′, there
exists f such that Z = f(Z′).

It means that Z induces the coarsest sufficient partition. In
other words, Z achieves the maximum data reduction, while
assuring I (U;Z) = I (U;X). Suppose that nature chooses a
parameter U at random, after which the sample X is drawn
from the distribution PX|U. One can show that the statistic Z
is a minimal sufficient statistic for U, iff it is a solution of
one of the two equivalent optimization problems:
Z = arg min

Z′: sufficient statistic
for U

I
(
X;Z′) ≡ argmin

Z′: I(U;Z′)=I(U;X)

I
(
X;Z′) .

It means that minimal sufficient statistic Z is the best compres-
sion of X, with the zero information loss about parameter U.

3. CLUB MODEL
3.1. General Setup

The CLUB model (Fig. 2) is a generalization of the suffi-
cient statistic methods that formulate the problem of extracting
the relevant information from a random object (data) X
about the random object U that is of interest, while limiting
statistical inference about a sensitive random object S that
depends on X and is possibly depended on U. Consider a
scenario in which PU,S,X is fixed and known by both the
defender and the adversary, where X ∈ X represents the
data observed by the defender (e.g., high dimensional facial
image), U ∈ U denotes the utility attribute of our interest for
a utility service provider (e.g., person identity), and S ∈ S
denotes the sensitive attribute (e.g., gender) that we wish
to restrict its statistical inference. Intuitively, built upon our
introduction of the concept of relevant information above,
we intend to find a stochastic mapping PZ|X such that the
posterior distribution of the utility attribute U is similar given
the released representation Z and the original data X, i.e.,
PU|Z ≈ PU|X, while the posterior of private attribute S given
released representation Z is as close as possible to its prior, i.e.,
PS|Z ≈ PS. In the rest of the paper, we assume our attributes
are supported on a finite space.

3.2. Threat Model
We consider the inference threat model described in

Sec. 2.2. In particular, we have the following assumptions:
• We assume the adversary is interested in an attribute S

of data X. The attribute S can be any (possibly random-
ized) function of X. We restrict attribute S to be discrete,
which captures the most scenarios of interest, e.g., a facial
attribute, an identity, etc.

• The adversary observes released representation Z and the
Markov chain S−◦−X−◦−Z holds.

• We assume that the adversary knows the complexity-
constrained obfuscation-utility-assuring mapping PZ|X de-
signed by the data owner (defender), i.e., the defence
mechanism is public.
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Fig. 2: The CLUB model.

3.3. Problem Formulation

Given three dependent (correlated) random variables U,
S and X with joint distribution PU,S,X , the goal of the
CLUB model is to find a representation Z of X using a
stochastic mapping PZ|X such that: (i) (U,S)−◦−X−◦−Z,
and (ii) representation Z is maximally informative about
U (maximizing I (U;Z)) while being minimally informative
about X (minimizing I (X;Z)) and minimally informative
about S (minimizing I (S;Z)). We can formulate this three-
dimensional trade-off by imposing constraints on the two of
them. That is, for a given information complexity and infor-
mation leakage constraints, Rz ≥ 0 and Rs ≥ 0, respectively,
this trade-off can be formulated by a CLUB functional1:

CLUB (Rz,Rs,PU,S,X) := sup
PZ|X:

(U,S)−◦−X−◦−Z

I (U;Z)

s.t. I (X;Z) ≤ Rz, I (S;Z) ≤ Rs. (4)

The constraint I (S;Z) ≤ Rs ensures that H(S | Z) ≥
H(S) − Rs = Ea, where Ea quantifies the amount of
uncertainty for adversary. On the other hand, note that
I (S;Z) = EPZ

[
DKL

(
PS|Z∥PS

)]
. This means that for small

values of Rs, the posterior of private attribute S given released
representation Z, i.e., PS|Z, is as close as possible to the
prior PS. The constraint I (X;Z) ≤ Rz controls information
complexity2 (aka compactness) of representations and goes
beyond a simple regularization term. Indeed, it is related to the
notion of encoder capacity [56], which is a measure of distin-
guishability among input data samples from their released rep-
resentations. Moreover, the information complexity I (X;Z)
establishes a fundamental relation to the generalization ca-
pability of the stochastic encoder model PZ|X. The trade-off
in (4) was studied in [37], where the constraint on I (U;Z)
is motivated as a rate-constraint, and the trade-off is studied
under perfect privacy regime (i.e., I (S;Z) = 0). Note that by
controlling the rate Rz, the defender (data owner) exploits the
imposed distortion at the utility service provider (authorized
decoder) to control the uncertainty for the adversary (non-

1Note that one can generalize this formulation and consider Arimoto’s
mutual information [53] and/or f -information [54] in the CLUB model (4).
For instance, If (X;Z) = Df

(
PX,Z∥PXPZ

)
and Df (·∥·) is f -divergence

[52]. For the sake of brevity, we consider Kullback–Leibler divergence, a
special case of the family of f -divergences between probability distributions
associated with f(t) = t log t. Moreover, note that although all Df (·∥·)
quantify the dissimilarity between a pair of distributions, their operational
meanings are different.

2The notion of ‘information complexity’ inspired by the concept of stochas-
tic complexity of the data relative to a model [55], which can be interpreted
as the shortest code-length of the data given a model. We will elaborate on
this notion in Sec. 4

authorized decoder). The values CLUB (Rz,Rs,PU,S,X) for
different Rz and Rs specify the CLUB curve.

In order to explore the CLUB curve, one must find optimal
bottleneck representation Z for different values of Rz and
Rs. In practice, the CLUB curve is explored by maximizing
its associated Lagrangian functional. Therefore, equivalently,
with the introduction of a Lagrange multipliers β,α ∈ [0, 1]3,
we can formulate the CLUB problem by the associated La-
grangian functional as follows:
LCLUB

(
PZ|X,β,α

)
:=I (U;Z)−β I (X;Z)−α I (S;Z) . (5)

Consider the set of 3-dimensional mutual information re-
gion for (U,S,X) ∼ PU,S,X, defined as I(PU,S,X) :=⋃
PZ|X

{
I (U;Z) , I (S;Z) , I (X;Z) : (U,S)−◦−X−◦−Z

}
⊆

R3. Also, consider the constrained information regions
R (PU,S,X), defined as R (PU,S,X) :=

{
(Ru,Rs,Rz) ∈

IU,S,X : I (U;Z) ≥ Ru, I (S;Z) ≤ Rs, I (X;Z) ≤ Rz
}
.

In Sec. 6, we the CLUB model’s superiority by subsuming
previous information-theoretic privacy models. The mutual
information region I(PU,S,X) encompasses the models pro-
posed in [2], [3], [44], [57]–[59], highlighting the CLUB
model’s generality.

4. DEEP VARIATIONAL CLUB (DVCLUB)
Direct optimization of (5) to obtain the optimal stochas-

tic mapping PZ|X is generally challenging. Instead, a
tight variational bound can be optimized. Let QU|Z :
Z → P (U), QX|S,Z : S × Z → P (X ) and QZ :
Z → P (Z) be variational approximations of the optimal
utility decoder distribution PU|Z, uncertainty decoder dis-
tribution PX|S,Z, and latent space distribution PZ, respec-
tively. In the sequel, we will obtain a variational bound
LVCLUB

(
PZ|X,QU|Z,QZ,QX|S,Z,β,α

)
, such that for any

valid mapping PZ|X satisfying the Markov chain condition
(U,S)−◦−X−◦−Z, we have:

LCLUB

(
PZ|X,β,α

)
≥

LVCLUB

(
PZ|X,QU|Z,QZ,QX|S,Z,β,α

)
. (6)

The inequality holds with equality, if the variational approxi-
mations match the true distributions, i.e., when QU|Z = PU|Z,
QX|S,Z = PX|S,Z, and QZ = PZ. Since (6) holds for any
PZ|X, instead of maximizing LCLUB

(
PZ|X,β,α

)
, we will

maximize LVCLUB

(
PZ|X,QU|Z,QZ,QX|S,Z,β,α

)
over the

variational distributions. We refer the reader to the expanded
version of this manuscript for the derivations and interpreta-
tions of the information quantities.

The common approach is to use neural networks to pa-
rameterize variational inference bounds. To this goal, we
parameterize the encoding distribution PZ|X, utility decoding
distribution QU|Z, uncertainty decoding distribution QX|S,Z,
and prior QZ. Let Pϕ(Z |X) denote the family of encoding
probability distributions PZ|X over Z for each element of
space X , parameterized by the output of a deep neural network
fϕ with parameters ϕ. In the context of inference problems,
Pϕ(Z |X) is called the amortized variational inference (AVI)

3Note that by the DPI [52], I (U;Z) ≤ I (X;Z) and I (S;Z) ≤ I (X;Z).
Hence, for β,α > 1, based on the considered Lagrangian functional the
model may learn a trivial representation, independent of X.
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distribution or variational posterior distribution. Analogously,
let Pθ(U | Z) and Pφ(X |S,Z) denote the corresponding
family of decoding probability distributions QU|Z and QX|S,Z,
respectively, parameterized by the output of the deep neural
networks gθ and gφ. Moreover, for the prior distribution QZ

we consider the family of distributions Qψ(Z), which can be
interpreted as the target (proposal) distribution in the latent
space. The choice for these distributions is considered by
trading off computational complexity with model expressive-
ness. Let PD(X) = 1

N

∑N
n=1δ(x − xn), xn ∈ X , denote

the empirical data distribution. In this case, Pϕ(X,Z) =
PD(X)Pϕ(Z |X) denotes our joint inference data distribution,
and Pϕ(Z) = EPD(X) [Pϕ(Z |X)] denotes the learned aggre-
gated posterior distribution over latent space Z .
Parameterized Information Complexity: The parameterized
variational approximation of information complexity can be
defined as:

Iϕ(X;Z) := DKL(Pϕ(Z |X) ∥Qψ(Z) | PD(X))

−DKL(Pϕ(Z) ∥Qψ(Z)) . (7)

Indeed, the information complexity Iϕ,ψ(X;Z) measures the
amount of Shannon’s mutual information between the param-
eters of the model and the dataset D, given a prior Qψ(Z)
and stochastic map Pϕ(Z | X) : X → P(Z). Note that the
posterior distribution Pϕ(Z | X) depends on the choice of
the optimization algorithm, therefore, the information com-
plexity implicitly depends on this choice. The relative entropy
DKL(Pϕ(Z) ∥Qψ(Z)) is usually ignored in the literature. A
critical challenge is to guarantee that the learned aggregated
posterior distribution Pϕ(Z) conforms well to the proposed
prior Qψ(Z) [60]–[62]. We can tackle this issue by employing
a more expressive form for Qψ(Z), which would allow us to
provide a good fit for an arbitrary space Z , at the expense of
additional computational complexity. Note that by imposing a
constraint on the information complexity Iϕ,ψ(X;Z), we are
imposing a constraint on the entropy of the AVI distribution
Pϕ(Z).
Parameterized Information Utility:

We can decompose the mutual information between the
released representation Z and the utility attribute U in two
analytically equivalent ways:

I (U;Z) = H (U)−H(U | Z)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Discriminative View

= H(Z)−H(Z | U)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Generative View

. (8)

Therefore, maximizing I (U;Z) can have two different inter-
pretations. The discriminative view expresses that (i) the utility
attribute needs to be distributed as uniformly as possible in the
data space4, and (ii) the utility attribute should be confidently
inferred from the released representation Z. On the other hand,
the generative view expresses that (i) the released representa-
tions should be spread as much as possible in the latent space
(i.e., high entropy H(Z)), and (ii) the released representation
corresponding to the same utility attribute should be close
together (i.e., minimizing conditional entropy H(Z | U)).
Since our goal is to identify the utility attributes based on
the revealed representation, the discriminative view of this
decomposition is more aligned with our model.

4We assumed our attributes are supported on a finite space.

The parameterized variational approximation associated to
the information utility bound can be defined as:

Iϕ,θ(U;Z)

:= EPU,X

[
EPϕ(Z|X)

[
log

Pθ(U |Z)
PU

· Pθ(U)

Pθ(U)

]]
(9a)

= EPU,X

[
EPϕ(Z|X) [logPθ(U |Z)]

]
− EPU

[
log

PU

Pθ(U)

]
− EPU

[logPθ(U)] (9b)
=−Hϕ,θ(U |Z)−DKL(PU∥Pθ(U))+ H(PU∥Pθ(U)) (9c)

≥ −Hϕ,θ (U |Z)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Prediction Fidelity

− DKL (PU ∥Pθ(U))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Distribution Discrepancy Loss

=: ILϕ,θ(U;Z) ,

(9d)

where Hϕ,θ (U |Z) := H
(
PU|Z ∥Pθ(U |Z) | Pϕ(Z)

)
, and the

inequality follows by noticing that H(PU∥Pθ(U)) ≥ 0. This
decomposition will lead us to a unified formulation for both
the supervised and unsupervised DVCLUB objectives.

Let us consider a scenario in which the data owner wishes
to release the original domain data X (e.g., facial images)
as accurately as possible (i.e., U ≡ X), without revealing
a specific sensitive attribute S (e.g., gender, emotion, etc.).
We call this setup as the unsupervised CLUB model and
the formerly described general case, where U is a generic
attribute of data X as the supervised CLUB model. When the
utility task is to reconstruct (generate) the original data X,
i.e., Pθ(X |Z) = Pθ(U |Z), let us denote the generated data
distribution as Pθ(X) := EQψ(Z) [Pθ(X |Z)]. The parameter-
ized variational approximation associated to the information
utility I(U;Z) = I(X;Z) can be defined as:

Iϕ,θ(X;Z)

:=−Hϕ,θ(X |Z)−DKL(PD(X)∥Pθ(X))+ H(PD(X)∥Pθ(X))
(10a)

≥ −Hϕ,θ (X |Z)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Reconstruction Fidelity

−DKL(PD(X) ∥Pθ(X))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Distribution Discrepancy Loss

=: ILϕ,θ(X;Z) ,

(10b)

where Hϕ,θ (X |Z) := EPD(X)

[
EPϕ(Z|X) [logPθ(X |Z)]

]
=

H
(
PX|Z ∥Pθ(X |Z) | Pϕ(Z)

)
.

Parameterized Information Leakage: Let Pξ(S |Z) denote
the corresponding family of decoding probability distribution
QS|Z, where QS|Z : Z → P(S) is a variational approximation
of optimal decoder distribution PS|Z. Similarly to (9), one can
recast the parameterized variational approximation associated
with the information leakage:

Iϕ,ξ(S;Z)≥−Hϕ,ξ (S |Z)−DKL(PS∥Pξ(S))=: ILϕ,ξ(S;Z).
(11)

However, we want to minimize I (S;Z); therefore, we instead
need a variational upper bound. Alternatively, we can express
I (S;Z) as:

I (S;Z) = I (X;Z)− I (X;Z | S)
= I (X;Z)−H(X | S) + H (X | S,Z) . (12)

Eqn. (12) depicts the critical role of information
complexity I (X;Z) in controlling the information
leakage I (S;Z). The less the information complexity,
the less distinguishable the revealed representations, and
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hence the less the information leakage. Considering
DKL

(
PX|S,Z∥QX|S,Z

)
≥ 0, we can obtain an upper

bound on I (S;Z) as I (S;Z) ≤ DKL

(
PZ|X∥QZ | PX

)
+

H(X | S) + H
(
PX|S,Z∥QX|S,Z | PS,Z

)
, where we have

H
(
PX|S,Z∥QX|S,Z | PS,Z

)
:= EPS,X,Z

[
logQX|S,Z

]
. The

term H
(
PX|S,Z∥QX|S,Z |PS,Z

)
can be interpreted as follows.

Consider the inference threat model presented in Sec. 2.2. The
inferential adversary has access to the revealed representation
Z and is interested in inferring the sensitive attribute S.
Note that the adversary’s inference is through reconstructing
the original data X. Therefore, after observing Z, the
adversary chooses a belief distribution over S and then tries
to reconstruct the original data X to revise his belief. If
the released representation is statistically independent of
the sensitive attribute S, then the adversary cannot revise
his belief by injecting various S to his inferential model.
Hence, by maximizing the average log-likelihood logQX|S,Z
over PZ|X, the defender minimizes the average adversarial
inference about S.

The parameterized variational approximation of conditional
entropy H(X |S,Z) can be defined as:

Hϕ,φ(X |S,Z) :=−EPS,X

[
EPϕ(Z|X) [logPφ(X |S,Z)]

]
−DKL

(
PX|S,Z ∥Pφ(X |S,Z)

)
(13a)

≤− EPS,X

[
EPϕ(Z|X) [logPφ(X |S,Z)]

]
(13b)

=: HU
ϕ,φ(X |S,Z) . (13c)

Using (12) and (13), the upper bound on Iϕ,ξ(S;Z) is given as:

Iϕ,ξ(S;Z) ≤ Iϕ,ψ(X;Z) + HU
ϕ,φ(X |S,Z) + c (14a)

=: IUϕ,ψ,φ (S;Z) + c, (14b)

where c is a constant term, independent of the neural network
parameters. The upper bound in (14) encourages the model
to directly minimize the information complexity Iϕ,ψ(X;Z)
as well as the information uncertainty HU

ϕ,φ(X |S,Z). By
minimizing the information uncertainty HU

ϕ,φ(X |S,Z) the
model forces to forget the sensitive attribute S at the expense
of reducing the uncertainty about the original data X, i.e.,
encourages the model to reconstruct the original data X.

Considering (6), and using the addressed parameterized
approximations, we have:

max
PZ|X

max
QU|Z,QZ,QX|S,Z

LS/U
VCLUB

(
PZ|X,QU|Z,QZ,QX|S,Z,β,α

)
≥ max
ϕ,θ,ψ,φ

LS/U
DVCLUB (ϕ,θ,ψ,φ,β,α), (15)

where LS/U
DVCLUB (ϕ,θ,ψ,φ,β,α) denotes the associated

Deep Variational CLUB (DVCLUB) Lagrangian functional in
the ‘supervised’ or ‘unsupervised’ scenarios, which are given
in (16) and (17), respectively. Fig. 3 demonstrates the training
architecture associated with problems (P1:S) and (P1:U). We
will discuss the alternative objectives in the expanded version
of this manuscript. In practice, we need to train the model
using alternating block coordinate descent algorithms. In the
following, we gradually build the fundamentals of the learning
model.

4.1. Learning Algorithm
Given a collection of i.i.d. training samples

{(un, sn,xn)}Nn=1 ⊆ U × S × X , and using the stochastic
gradient descent (SGD)-type algorithms, the deep neural
networks fϕ, gθ, and gφ (or gξ) can be trained jointly to
maximize a Monte-Carlo approximation of the DVCLUB
functionals over parameters ϕ, θ, φ, and ξ. In order to
have a stable gradient with respect to the encoder, the
reparameterization trick [8] is used to sample from the
learned posterior distribution Pϕ(Z | X). To do this,
we need to explicitly consider Pϕ(Z | X) to belong
to a tractable parametric family of distributions (e.g.,
Gaussian distributions) such that we are able to sample
from Pϕ(Z |X) by: (i) sampling a random vector E with
distribution PE(ε), ε ∈ E , which does not depend on ϕ5;
(ii) transforming the samples using some parametric function
fϕ : X ×E → Z , such that Z = fϕ (x,E) ∼ Pϕ(Z | X = x).
One can consider multivariate Gaussian parametric
encoders of mean µϕ(x), and co-variance Σϕ(x), i.e.,
Pϕ(Z | x) = N (µϕ(x),Σϕ(x)), where µϕ(x) and Σϕ(x)

5Hence, does not impact differentiation of the network.

(P1:S) : LS
DVCLUB (ϕ,θ,ψ,φ,β,α) :=

Information Utility: ILϕ,θ(U;Z)︷ ︸︸ ︷
EPU,X

[
EPϕ(Z|X) [logPθ(U |Z)]

]
−DKL (PU ∥Pθ(U))

− (β + α)
(
DKL(Pϕ(Z |X) ∥Qψ(Z) | PD(X))−DKL(Pϕ(Z) ∥Qψ(Z))

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Information Complexity: Iϕ,ψ(X;Z)

− α
(
− EPS,X

[
EPϕ(Z|X) [logPφ(X |S,Z)]

] )︸ ︷︷ ︸
Information Uncertainty: HU

ϕ,φ(X|S,Z)

. (16)

(P1:U) : LU
DVCLUB (ϕ,θ,ψ,φ,β,α) :=

Information Utility: ILϕ,θ(X;Z)︷ ︸︸ ︷
EPD(X)

[
EPϕ(Z|X) [logPθ(X |Z)]

]
−DKL (PD(X) ∥Pθ(X))

− (β + α)
(
DKL(Pϕ(Z |X) ∥Qψ(Z) | PD(X))−DKL(Pϕ(Z) ∥Qψ(Z))

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Information Complexity: Iϕ,ψ(X;Z)

− α
(
− EPS,X

[
EPϕ(Z|X) [logPφ(X |S,Z)]

] )︸ ︷︷ ︸
Information Uncertainty: HU

ϕ,φ(X|S,Z)

. (17)
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N ∼ N (0, I)

gψ(N) Dη(Z) ρZ(c = 1 | z)

(U,S)−◦−X
Encoder

Pφ(Z |X)
Z

Decoder

Pθ(U |Z) Uutility

Decoder

Pϕ(X |S,Z)
Xobfuscated

Dω(U) ρU(y=1 | u)

(a)

N ∼ N (0, I)

gψ(N) Dη(Z) ρZ(c = 1 | z)

(U,S)−◦−X
Encoder

Pφ(Z |X)
Z

Decoder

Pθ(X |Z) Xutility

Decoder

Pϕ(X |S,Z)
Xobfuscated

Dω(X) ρX(y=1 | x)

(b)
Fig. 3: DVCLUB training architecture associated with (P1): (a) supervised setup; (b) unsupervised setup.

are the two output vectors of the network fϕ for the given
input sample x. The inferred posterior distribution is typically
a multi-variate Gaussian with diagonal co-variance, i.e.,
Pϕ(Z | x) = N

(
µϕ(x), diag(σ

2
ϕ(x))

)
. Suppose Z = Rdz ,

therefore, we first sample a random variable E i.i.d. from
N (0, Idz), then given a data sample x ∈ X , we generate the
sample z = µϕ(x)+σϕ(x)⊙ε, where ⊙ is the element-wise
(Hadamard) product. Noting that fϕ is a deterministic
mapping, the stochasticity of encoder Pϕ(Z |X) is relegated
to the random variable E . The decoder Pθ(U |Z) (likewise
Pθ(X|Z)) utilizes a suitable distribution for the data and task
under consideration.

The latent space prior distribution is typically consid-
ered as a fixed d-dimensional standard isotropic multi-variate
Gaussian, i.e., Qψ(Z) = QZ = N (0, Id). For this sim-
ple explicit choice, the information complexity upper bound
EPϕ(X,Z)

[
log

Pϕ(Z|X)
QZ

]
=EPD(X) [DKL(Pϕ(Z |X) ∥QZ))] has

a closed-form expression for a given sample x, which
reads as 2DKL (Pϕ(Z |X = x) ∥QZ) = ∥µϕ(x)∥22 + d +∑d
i=1(σ

2
ϕ(x)i−logσ2

ϕ(x)i). However, simple prior can lead
to under-fitting and, as a consequence, poor representations.
On the other hand, having a complete match, i.e., QZ =
1
N

∑N
n=1 Pϕ(Z | xn), may potentially lead to over-fitting.

Moreover, it is a computationally expensive task due to the
summation over all training samples. One possible solution
to overcome this issue is to explicitly consider a mixture
of diagonal Gaussian distributions as the proposal prior, i.e.,
Qψ(Z)=

∑K
k=1 πkN

(
µψk

, diag(σψk
)
)
,
∑K
k=1 πk=1, where

K ≪N , and learn the mixture weights. In [61], the authors
considered the proposal prior as a mixture of equi-probable
variational posteriors, such that Qψ(Z) = 1

K

∑K
k=1 Pϕ(Z |

x̃k), where {x̃k}Kk=1, K ≪N , are referred to as the pseudo-
inputs, which are learned through back-propagation. In the
same line of research, in [62], the authors constructed the
proposal prior by multiplying a simple prior with a learned
acceptance probability function, which re-weights the consid-
ered simple prior. Alternatively, one can adversarially learn
the prior distribution Qψ(Z) through a generator model
gψ(N), where N∼N (0, I). This choice gives us an implicit
prior distribution Qψ(Z). Implicit distributions are probability
distributions that are learned via passing noise through a
deterministic function, which is parameterized by a neural
network. This allows us to easily sample from them and take
derivatives of samples with respect to the model parameters.

Divergence Estimation: We can estimate the KL-
divergences in (16) and (17) using the density-ratio trick [63],

[64], utilized in the GAN framework to directly match the data
distribution PX and the marginal model distribution Pθ(X).
The trick is to express two distributions as conditional distribu-
tions, conditioned on a label C ∈ {0, 1}, and reduce the task to
binary classification. The key point is that we can estimate the
KL-divergence, and indeed all the well-defined f -divergences,
by estimating the ratio of two distributions without modeling
each distribution explicitly. Consider DKL(Pϕ(Z) ∥Qψ(Z)) =
EPϕ(Z)

[
log

Pϕ(Z)
Qψ(Z)

]
. Define ρZ(z | c) as follows:

ρZ(z |c) =
{

Pϕ(Z) , if c = 1
Qψ(Z) , if c = 0

. (18)

Suppose that a perfect binary classifier (discriminator) Dη(z),
with parameters η, is trained to associate label c = 1 to sam-
ples from distribution Pϕ(Z) and label c = 0 to samples from
Qψ(Z). Using the Bayes’ rule and assuming that the marginal
class probabilities are equal, i.e., ρ(c = 1) = ρ(c = 0), the
density ratio can be expressed as:
Pϕ(Z = z)

Qψ(Z = z)
=

ρZ(z | c = 1)

ρZ(z | c = 0)
=

ρZ(c = 1 | z)
ρZ(c = 0 | z) ≈ Dη(z)

1−Dη(z)
.

Therefore, given a trained discriminator Dη(z) and M i.i.d.
samples {zm}Mm=1 from Pϕ(Z), one can estimate the diver-
gence DKL(Pϕ(Z) ∥Qψ(Z)) as:

DKL(Pϕ(Z) ∥Qψ(Z)) ≈
1

M

M∑
m=1

log
Dη(zm)

1−Dη(zm)
. (19)

The density ratio trick opens the door to implicit prior and
posterior distributions. The implicit generative models provide
likelihood-free inference models. Interestingly, this trick al-
lows us to learn the parameterized prior distribution Qψ(Z)
through a generator model.

Given the discriminator (parameterized scoring function)
Dη(z) ≈ ρZ(c = 1 | z) = Pϕ(Z = z), we now need
to specify a proper scoring rule for binary discrimination
to allow parameter learning. Binary cross-entropy loss is
typically considered to this end. In this case, the latent space
discriminator Dη(z) minimizes the following loss function:
Lz
disc(η,ϕ) := EρZ(z|c)ρ(c) [−c logDη(Z)

−(1− c) log(1−Dη(Z)) ] , (20a)

= EPD(X)

[
EPϕ(Z|X) [− logDη(Z)]

]
+ EQψ(Z) [− log(1−Dη(Z)) ] . (20b)

Analogously, we can estimate the KL-divergence
DKL (PD(X) ∥Pθ(X)), the discrepancy measure in the
visible (perceptual) space in the unsupervised DVCLUB
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functional (17). Let us introduce a random variable y, and
assign a label y = 1 to samples drawn from PD(X) and
y = 0 to samples drawn from Pθ(X). Also, consider the
discriminator Dω(x) ≈ ρX(y = 1 | x) = PD(X = x), with
parameters ω. Given a trained discriminator Dω(x) and M
i.i.d. samples {xm}Mm=1 from PD(X), we have:

DKL (PD(X) ∥Pθ(X)) ≈ 1

M

M∑
m=1

log
Dω(xm)

1−Dω(xm)
. (21)

In this case, the visible space discriminator Dω(x) minimizes
the following loss function:
Lx
disc(ω,θ) (22)
:= EρX(x|y)ρ(y) [−y logDω(X) −(1− y) log(1−Dω(X)) ]

= EPD(X) [− logDω(X) ] + EPθ(X) [− log(1−Dω(X)) ]

= EPD(X) [− logDω(X)] + EQψ(Z) [− log (1−Dω(gθ(Z)))] ,

or equivalently, maximizes EPD(X) [ logDω(X) ] +
EQψ(Z) [ log (1−Dω( gθ(Z) )) ].

Learning Procedure: The DVCLUB models (P1: S) and
(P1:U) are trained using alternating block coordinate descent
across five steps:
(1) Train the Encoder, Utility Decoder and Uncertainty Decoder.
• Supervised Setup:

max
ϕ,θ,φ

EPU,X

[
EPϕ(Z|X) [Pθ(U |Z)]

]
− (β + α) DKL (Pϕ(Z | X)∥Qψ(Z) |PD(X))

− α EPS,X

[
EPϕ(Z|X) [− logPφ(X |S,Z)]

]
. (23)

• Unsupervised Setup:
max
ϕ,θ,φ

EPD(X)

[
EPϕ(Z|X) [Pθ(X |Z)]

]
− (β + α) DKL (Pϕ(Z | X)∥Qψ(Z) |PD(X))

− α EPS,X

[
EPϕ(Z|X) [− logPφ(X |S,Z)]

]
. (24)

(2) Train the Latent Space Discriminator.
min
η

EPD(X)

[
EPϕ(Z|X) [− logDη(Z)]

]
+ EQψ(Z) [− log(1−Dη(Z)) ] . (25)

(3) Train the Encoder and Prior Distribution Generator Adver-
sarially.

max
ϕ,ψ

EPD(X)

[
EPϕ(Z|X) [− logDη(Z)]

]
+ EQψ(Z) [− log(1−Dη(Z)) ] . (26)

(4) Train the Output Space Discriminator.
• Supervised Scenario: the Attribute Class Discriminator
Dω(U) is updated as:

min
ω

EPU
[− logDω(U) ]

+ EQψ(Z) [− log (1−Dω( gθ(Z) )) ] . (27)

• Unsupervised Scenario: the Visible Space Discriminator
Dω(X) is updated as:

min
ω

EPD(X) [− logDω(X) ]

+ EQψ(Z) [− log (1−Dω( gθ(Z) )) ] . (28)

(5) Train the Prior Distribution Generator and Utility Decoder
Adversarially.

max
ψ,θ

EQψ(Z) [− log (1−Dω( gθ(Z) )) ] . (29)

The complete training algorithm of the supervised DV-
CLUB model is shown in the Algorithm 1. The iterative alter-
nating block coordinate descent algorithm associated with the
unsupervised DVCLUB, the alternative DVCLUB algorithms,
as well as network architectures are provided in the expanded
version of this manuscript.

5. EXPERIMENTS

We conduct experiments on the large-scale colored-MNIST
and CelebA datasets. The Colored-MNIST is our modified
version of the MNIST [65] data-set, which is a collection of
70, 000 ‘colored’ digits of size 28×28. The digits are randomly
colored into Red, Green, and Blue based on the uniform and
non-uniform (biased) distributions. The CelebA [66] dataset
contains around 200, 000 colored images of size 128 × 128.
We used TensorFlow 2.3 [67] with Integrated Keras API to
implement and train the proposed DVCLUB models.

5.1. Colored-MNIST Experiments
The experiments on colored-MNIST dataset are depicted in

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. In these experiments the digits are randomly
colored with the probabilities PS(Red) =

1
2 , PS(Green) = 1

6 ,
PS(Blue) = 1

3 , and set Qψ(Z) = N (0, Id). The complete
results on utility attribute accuracy, estimated information
utility I (U;Z), estimated information leakage I (S;Z), MSE
of reconstructed U ≡ X, as well as various qualitative evalu-
ation setups for sample quality are provided in the expanded
version of this manuscript.

Qualitative evaluation for sample quality of colored-MNIST
at the inferential adversary for two CLUB models, for different
trade-offs between β and α, are depicted in Fig. 4. Five
scenarios are considered to investigate the adversary’s beliefs
about sensitive attribute S. S= ∅ corresponds to the case in
which the adversary recovers X without any assumption on the
digit color; S = [1, 1, 1] corresponds to a possible, probably
meaningless, adversary’s belief about sensitive attribute to
infer S from reconstructed X; S = [1, 0, 0], S = [0, 1, 0], and
S = [0, 0, 1] correspond to different beliefs about the sensitive
attribute, i.e., the digit color, associated with Red, Green and
Blue colors, respectively. The results show that the adversary
cannot revise his belief about S. It means that the DVCLUB
model learned representation Z independent to S.

Fig. 5 depicts the information utility and information leak-
age curves for different trade-offs between β and α, which are
estimated using MINE [68]. We observe that as β increases,
i.e., the information complexity is reduced, both the informa-
tion utility and information leakage starts to reduce, especially
for small values of α. This behavior is consistent with our ex-
pectations, as α contributes both to the information complexity
Iϕ,ψ(X;Z) and information uncertainty HU

ϕ,φ(X | S,Z). We
also see that the information leakage is further reduced when
the dimension of the released representation Z, i.e., dz, is
reduced. This forces the data owner to obtain a more succinct
representation of the utility variable, removing any extra in-
formation. Note that the digit color is independent of the digit
number. Therefore, as expected, we have an almost flat curve
for the information leakage I (S;Z), invariant with respect to
β, when the sensitive attribute S is the digit color. That is, the
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(P1:S)
Qualitative Evaluation for Sample Quality

U: Digit Number, S: Digit Color, Biased, dz = 8

Original Image

S = ∅
S = [1, 1, 1]

S = [1, 0, 0]

S = [0, 1, 0]

S = [0, 0, 1]

α = 0.005

β = 10−4 β = 0.95

α = 0.9

S = ∅
S = [1, 1, 1]

S = [1, 0, 0]

S = [0, 1, 0]

S = [0, 0, 1]

(P1:U)
Qualitative Evaluation for Sample Quality

S: Digit Color, Biased, dz = 64

Original Image

S = ∅
S = [1, 1, 1]

S = [1, 0, 0]

S = [0, 1, 0]

S = [0, 0, 1]

α = 0.005

β = 10−4 β = 0.95

α = 0.9

S = ∅
S = [1, 1, 1]

S = [1, 0, 0]

S = [0, 1, 0]

S = [0, 0, 1]

Fig. 4: Qualitative evaluation for sample quality at the inferential adversary for CLUB models (P1:S) (Left Panel) and (P1:U)
(Right Panel) on Colored-MNIST, for different trade-offs between β and α.

model aims to learn representation Z that captures relevant
information about U (digit number), as the information about
digit color is independent of U.

5.2. CelebA Experiments

The experiments on CelebA dataset are depicted in Fig. 6,
Fig. 7, and Fig. 8. We provide utility accuracy curves of the
test set of CelebA for (P1:S) and (P1:U) in Fig. 6, where in
the supervised scenario it corresponds to recognition accuracy
curve of the utility attribute U, while in the unsupervised sce-
nario it corresponds to MSE curve of the reconstructed utility
data, i.e., U = X. The results show that by increasing the
information complexity weight β, i.e., by reducing information
complexity Iϕ,ψ(X;Z), the recognition accuracy decreases
and MSE increases. We see similar behavior by increasing
the information leakage weight α.

Fig. 7 depicts the information leakage for different trade-
offs between β and α. In the supervised scenario, we observe
that increasing the information leakage weight α may not
significantly reduce the information leakage. This behavior can
be interpreted by possible correlation between the utility and
sensitive attributes.

Fig. 8 depicts the qualitative evaluation for sample quality
of CelebA at the inferential adversary for two CLUB models.
Four scenarios are considered to investigate the adversary
beliefs about sensitive attribute S. S = S corresponds to
the case in which the adversary recovers X when his belief
coincides with the original S (i.e., S = [1, 0] for man, and
S = [0, 1] for woman); S = 1 − S corresponds to the case
in which the adversary recovers X when his belief coincides
with the inverse of original S; S = ∅ corresponds to the case
in which the adversary recovers X without any assumption on
the sensitive attribute S; S = [1, 1] corresponds to adversary’s
possible, probably meaningless, belief about sensitive attribute,
to infer the sensitive attribute S from reconstructed X. Gender
and emotion probabilities are computed and depicted under
each image. These probabilities show how accurately an
adversary can revise his belief about S, at different information
leakage weights α and information complexity weights β.

The training details and network architectures are provided
in the expanded version of this manuscript.

Algorithm 1 Supervised DVCLUB training algorithm associ-
ated with (P1:S)

1: Input: Training Dataset: {(un, sn,xn)}Nn=1;
Hyper-Parameters: α,β

2: ϕ,θ,ψ,φ,η,ω ← Initialize Network Parameters
3: repeat

(1) Train the Encoder, Utility Decoder, Uncertainty
Decoder (ϕ,θ,φ)

4: Sample a mini-batch {um, sm,xm}Mm=1∼PD(X)PU,S|X
5: Compute zm ∼ fϕ(xm), ∀m ∈ [M ]
6: Sample {ẑm}Mm=1 ∼ Qψ(Z)
7: Compute x̂m = gφ(ẑm, sm), ∀m ∈ [M ]
8: Back-propagate loss:

L(ϕ,θ,φ)=− 1

M

M∑
m=1

(
logPθ(um |zm)

−(β + α)DKL

(
Pϕ(zm |xm)∥Qψ(zm)

)
+α logPφ(x̂m |sm, zm)

)
(2) Train the Latent Space Discriminator η

9: Sample {xm}Mm=1 ∼ PD(X)
10: Sample {nm}Mm=1 ∼ N (0, I)
11: Compute zm ∼ fϕ(xm), ∀m ∈ [M ]
12: Compute z̃m ∼ gψ(nm), ∀m ∈ [M ]
13: Back-propagate loss:

L(η)= − (β + α)

M

M∑
m=1

(
logDη(zm)+log (1−Dη( z̃m ))

)
(3) Train the Encoder and Prior Distribution Generator

(ϕ,ψ) Adversarially
14: Sample {xm}Mm=1 ∼ PD(X)
15: Sample {nm}Mm=1 ∼ N (0, I)
16: Compute zm ∼ fϕ(xm),∀m ∈ [M ]
17: Compute z̃m ∼ gψ(nm), ∀m ∈ [M ]
18: Back-propagate loss:

L(ϕ,ψ) =
(β + α)

M

M∑
m=1

(
logDη(zm) + log (1−Dη( z̃m ))

)
(4) Train the Attribute Class Discriminator ω

19: Sample {um}Mm=1 ∼ PU

20: Sample {nm}Mm=1 ∼ N (0, I)
21: Compute ũm ∼ gθ (gψ(nm)) , ∀m ∈ [M ]
22: Back-propagate loss:

L(ω) = − 1

M

M∑
m=1

(
logDω(um) + log (1−Dω( ũm ))

)
(5) Train the Prior Distribution Generator and Utility

Decoder (ψ,θ) Adversarially
23: Sample {nm}Mm=1 ∼ N (0, I)
24: Compute ũm ∼ gθ (gψ(nm)) , ∀m ∈ [M ]
25: Back-propagate loss:

L(ψ,θ)=
1

M

M∑
m=1

log (1−Dω( ũm ))

26: until Convergence
27: return ϕ,θ,ψ,φ,η,ω
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(P1:S)
I(U;Z) I(S;Z)

U: Digit Number, S: Digit Color U: Digit Color, S: Digit Number U: Digit Number, S: Digit Color U: Digit Color, S: Digit Number

Fig. 5: Estimated information utility I(U;Z) (Left Panel) and information leakage I(S;Z) (Right Panel) on Colored-MNIST
dataset using MINE, considering supervised scenario (P1:S), for dz ∈ {8, 64}, setting P (Red)= 1

2 , P (Green)= 1
6 , P (Blue)= 1

3 .

(P1:S)

Utility Attribute Accuracy

U: Gender, S: Emotion U: Emotion, S: Gender

MSE of U
(P1:U)

S: Emotion S: Gender

Fig. 6: Recognition accuracy of the utility attribute U for supervised CLUB model (P1:S) (Left Panel) and Mean Square Error
(MSE) of reconstructed U ≡ X for unsupervised CLUB model (P1:U) (Right Panel) on ‘Test’ dataset of CelebA, considering
dz = 64, setting Qψ(Z) = N (0, Idz).

I(S;Z)
(P1:S)

U: Gender, S: Emotion U: Emotion, S: Gender

I(S;Z)
(P1:U)

S: Emotion S: Gender

Fig. 7: Estimated information leakage I(S;Z) for CLUB models (P1:S) (Left Panel) and (P1:U) (Right Panel) on ‘Test’ dataset
of CelebA using MINE, considering dz = 64, setting Qψ(Z) = N (0, Idz).
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Fig. 8: Qualitative evaluation for sample quality at the inferential adversary for CLUB models (P1:S) (Left Panel) and (P1:U)
(Right Panel) on CelebA, for different trade-offs between β and α.
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6. CONNECTIONS WITH OTHER PROBLEMS

6.1. Connection with State-of-the-Art Bottleneck Models
In this subsection, we present the connection of CLUB

model with the most relative state-of-the-art literature. We
show that CLUB model generalizes most of the previously pro-
posed models. To help interpretation, we use I-Diagram [69],
an analogy between information theory and set theory, to visu-
alize a clear connection between the different considered ob-
jectives. By constructing a unique measure, called I-Measure,
consistent with Shannon’s information measure, we can ge-
ometrically represent the relationship among the Shannon’s
information measures. The Markov chain (U,S)−◦−X−◦−Z
implies I (U;S;Z | X) + I (U;Z | S,X) + I (S;Z | U,X) =
I (U;Z | X) + I (S;Z | U,X) =I (U,S;Z | X) = 0. Consid-
ering the Markov chain (U,S)−◦−X−◦−Z, the corresponding
I-Diagram is depicted in Fig. 9, where various information
quantities are also highlighted.

Information Bottleneck (IB). The IB principle [3] for-
mulates the problem of extracting the relevant information
from the random variable X about the random variable U
that is of interest. Given two correlated random variables U
and X with joint distribution PU,X, the goal of original IB
is to find a representation Z of X using a stochastic mapping
PZ|X such that: (i) U−◦−X−◦−Z and (ii) representation Z is
maximally informative about U (maximizing I (U;Z)) while
being minimally informative about X (minimizing I (X;Z)).
This trade-off can be formulated by bottleneck functional:

IB (R,PU,X) := sup
PZ|X:

U−◦−X−◦−Z

I (U;Z) s.t. I (X;Z) ≤ R. (30)

In the IB model, I (U;Z) is referred to as the relevance of
Z and I (X;Z) is referred to as the complexity of Z. The
values IB (R,PU,X) for different R specify the IB curve.
Analogously, with the introduction of a Lagrange multiplier
β ∈ [0, 1] we can quantify the IB problem by the associated
Lagrangian functional LIB

(
PZ|X,β

)
:= I (U;Z)−β I (X;Z).

Clearly, IB is a specific case of the CLUB model (4), when
the information leakage is disregarded, or equivalently, when
Rs ≥ H(S).

Privacy Funnel (PF). In contrast to the IB principle, which
seeks to obtain a representation Z that is maximally expressive
(information preserving) about U while maximally compres-
sive about X, considering Markov chain S−◦−X−◦−Z, the
goal of PF [2] is to determine a representation Z that mini-
mizes the information leakage between the private (sensitive)
data S and the disclosed representation Z, i.e., I (S;Z),
while maximizing the amount of information between non-
private (useful) data X and Z, i.e., I (X;Z). Therefore, the
PF method addresses the trade-off between the information
leakage I (S;Z) and the revealed useful information I (X;Z).
Analogously, this trade-off can be formulated by the PF
functional:

PF (R,PS,X) := inf
PZ|X:

S−◦−X−◦−Z

I (S;Z) s.t. I (X;Z) ≥ R. (31)

The values PF (R,PS,X) for different R specify the PF
curve. By introducing a Lagrange multiplier β ∈ [0, 1] we
can quantify the PF problem by the associated Lagrangian

functional LPF

(
PZ|X,β

)
:= I (S;Z) − β I (X;Z). Setting

U ≡ X and Rz ≥ H(PX) in the CLUB objective (4), the
CLUB model reduces to the PF model. This corresponds to
a scenario, for instance, in which the goal is to release facial
images, without revealing a specific sensitive attribute.

In [44], the authors obtained a map PZ|X that minimizes
I (U;X | Z) under an information leakage constraint I (S;Z).
Considering a similar setting to ours, the following objective
is considered:

inf
PZ|X:

(U,S)−◦−X−◦−Z

I (U;X | Z) s.t. I (S;Z) ≤ Rs. (32)

One can interpret I (U;X | Z) as the amount of information
about U we lose by observing the released representation Z
instead of the original data X. To see its connection to CLUB,
note that, under the Markov chain U−◦−X−◦−Z, we have:

I (U;Z) = I (U;X)− I (U;X | Z) . (33)

Therefore, maximizing I (U;Z) is equivalent to minimizing
I (U;X | Z). Clearly, the objective (32) can be considered as
a special case of the CLUB model in (4). In particular, we
highlight that our model addresses the key missed component
in the considered formulation, i.e., the information complexity
constraint. Note that PU,X|Z = PU|X,ZPX|Z = PU|XPX|Z,
hence, I (U;X | Z) = EPX,Z

[
DKL

(
PU|X∥PU|Z

)]
. This

gives us another interpretation of the CLUB objective as a
distribution matching problem, which aims at obtaining a
stochastic map PZ|X such that PU|Z ≈ PU|X. This means
that the posterior distributions of the utility attribute U are
similar conditioned on the released representation Z or the
original data X. Finally, we remark that Eq. (33) is also related
to the source coding problem with a common reconstruction
constraint studied in [70], [71].

Deterministic IB (DIB). In the information complexity
decomposition I (X;Z) = H (Z)−H(Z | X), the conditional
entropy H(Z |X) measures the encoding uncertainty (see
Fig. 9c). The deterministic IB model [57] is based on a
deterministic encoder. In this case, we have H(Z |X) = 0.
Considering the Markov chain U−◦−X−◦−Z, the following
objective is considered:
DIB (R,PU,X) := inf

PZ|X:

U−◦−X−◦−Z

H(Z) s.t. I (U;Z) ≥ R. (34)

In this case, the associated Lagrangian functional is given
by LDIB(PZ|X,β) := H (Z) − βI (U;Z). Clearly, DIB is a
specific case of the IB model; and hence, the CLUB model.

Conditional Entropy Bottleneck (CEB). The conditional
entropy bottleneck (CEB) [58] is motivated by the principle of
minimum necessary information, and considers the following
objective:
CEB (R,PU,X) := sup

PZ|X:

U−◦−X−◦−Z

I (U;Z) s.t. I (X;Z | U) ≤ R. (35)

One can interpret I (X;Z | U) as the redundant information
in the released representation Z about the utility attribute U.
To see its connection to CLUB, let us consider the Markov
chain U−◦−X−◦−Z, we have:

I (X;Z) = I (X;Z | U) + I (U;Z) . (36)
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Fig. 9: Information diagrams for (U,S)−◦−X−◦−Z. (a) mutual information I (U;Z), I (X;Z) and I (S;Z); (b) redundant
information I (X;Z | U), residual information I (U;X | Z) and residual information I (S;X | Z); (c) utility attribute uncertainty
H(U |X), private attribute uncertainty H(S |X) and encoding uncertainty H(Z |X).

Therefore, using (36), the associated CEB Lagrangian
LCEB

(
PZ|X,β′) := I (U;Z)− β′ I (X;Z | U) can recast as:

LCEB

(
PZ|X,β′) = (β′ + 1) I (U;Z)− β′I (X;Z)

= (β′ + 1)
(
I (U;Z)− β′

β′ + 1
I (X;Z)

)
= (β′ + 1)LIB

(
PZ|X,β

)
, (37)

where β = β′/(β′ +1). Hence, maximizing LCEB

(
PZ|X,β′)

is equivalent to maximizing LIB

(
PZ|X,β

)
, which is a specific

case of CLUB model (4).
Conditional PF (CPF). Inspired by the conditional entropy

bottleneck [58] and noting that the PF (31) is dual of the In-
formation Bottleneck (30), the recent work of [59], addressed
the CPF as:
CPF (R,PS,X) := inf

PZ|X:

S−◦−X−◦−Z

I (S;Z) s.t. I (X;Z | S) ≥ Rc|s. (38)

To see its connection to CLUB, we use the Markov chain
S−◦−X−◦−Z to obtain:

I (X;Z) = I (X;Z | S) + I (S;Z) . (39)

Hence, CPF ignores the shared information in the released
representation Z about the private attribute S, and imposes
the constraint on the residual information in the released
representation Z about the useful data X6. The associated
CPF Lagrangian functional is given by LCPF

(
PZ|X,β′) :=

I (S;Z) − β′I (X;Z | S). Analogous to (37), and using (39),
we have:

LCPF

(
PZ|X,β′) = (β′ + 1)LPF

(
PZ|X,β

)
, (40)

where β = β′/(β′ + 1). Hence, minimizing LCPF

(
PZ|X,β′)

is equivalent to minimizing LPF

(
PZ|X,β

)
, which is again a

specific case of the CLUB model in (4).

6.2. Connection with State-of-the-Art Generative Models
We now compare the the DVCLUB functionals (16) and

(17) to other generative modeling approaches in the literature.
Note that the latent variable generative models, like the VAE
and GAN families, aim at capturing data distributions by
minimizing specific discrepancy measures dist(PX,Pθ(X))
between the true (but unknown) data distribution PX and
the generated model distribution Pθ(X). Furthermore, note
that maximizing the objective (17) is equivalent to maxi-
mizing the information utility Iϕ,θ(X;Z), which is equiva-
lent to minimizing the KL-divergence discrepancy measure
DKL(PD(X) ∥Pθ(X)). Finally note that although the CLUB

6Note that in the PF model in (31), I (X;Z) measures the ‘useful’
information, which is of the designer’s interest. Hence, I (X;Z | S) in PF
quantifies the residual information, while I (X;Z | U) in IB quantifies the
redundant information.

model is formulated using Shannon’s mutual information,
which leads us to self-consistent equations, one can use other
information measures with different operational meanings.

In β-VAE [9] the Lagrangian functional is defined as:

Lβ-VAE (ϕ,θ,β) := EPD(X)

[
EPϕ(Z|X) [logPθ(X |Z)]

]
−βDKL(Pϕ(Z |X) ∥Qψ(Z) | PD(X)) . (41)

In the original VAE [8] framework the parameter β associated
with the information complexity is set to 1. Hence, VAE and β-
VAE force Pϕ(Z |X=x) to match the proposal prior Qψ(Z)
for all input samples x ∈ X drawn from PD(X). However,
there is no constraint to penalize the discrepancy between
the learned aggregated posterior Pϕ(Z) and the proposal
prior distribution Qψ(Z). Clearly, β-VAE functional (41) is
a specific case of DVCLUB functional (17).

The InfoVAE [10], considered the following Lagrangian
functional:
LInfoVAE (ϕ,θ,β) := EPD(X)

[
EPϕ(Z|X) [logPθ(X |Z)]

]
−βDKL(Pϕ(Z |X) ∥Qψ(Z) | PD(X))

+(β − τ)DKL(Pϕ(Z) ∥Qψ(Z)) , (42)

where τ > 0. When β = τ , we get β-VAE. Let τ = 0
and consider DVCLUB Lagrangian functional (17), therefore,
the first term of InfoVAE functional corresponds to the first
term of information utility lower bound ILϕ,θ (U;Z), while
the second and third terms correspond to the information
complexity Iϕ,ψ (X;Z). Hence, there is no term to capture
a discrepancy between the observed distribution PD(X) and
the generated model distribution Pθ(X).

GANs compute the optimal generator g∗θ by minimizing
a distance between the observed distribution PD(X) and the
generated distribution Pθ(X), without considering an explicit
probability model for the observed data. The original GAN
[11] problem, also called the vanilla GAN, considers the
following objective:
LGAN (θ,ω) := EPD(X) [ logDω(X) ]

+ EQψ(Z) [ log (1−Dω( gθ(Z) )) ] , (43)

where first a random code Z ∈ Z is sampled from a fixed
distribution Qψ(Z), next Z is mapped to the X ∈ X using a
deterministic generator (decoder) gθ : Z → X . The generator
gθ and the visual space discriminator Dω neural networks are
trained adversarially:

min
θ

max
ω

LGAN (θ,ω) . (44)

To see its relation to our DVCULB model, consider the visible
space discriminator training step (28) and utility decoder
adversarial training step (29).
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Remark 1. In the Euclidean space we can represent any
convex function as the point-wise supremum of a family of
affine functions, and vice versa. Noting that f -divergence
is a convex function of probability measures, we can rep-
resent it as a point-wise supremum of affine functions. Let
f : X → R be a convex and lower semi-continuous
function. The convex conjugate (also known as the Fenchel
dual or Legendre transform) f∗ : X → R of f is defined
by f∗(v) := supc∈dom(f) {⟨c,v⟩ − f(c)}, where dom(f)
denotes the effective domain of f which is given by dom(f) =
{c | f(c) < ∞} [63], [72]. Hence, for any v ∈ dom(f∗)
and c ∈ dom(f) we have f(c) ≥ ⟨c,v⟩ − f∗(v) (Fenchel-
Young inequality). Using the notion of convex conjugate one
can obtain a variational representation of a well-defined f -
divergence Df (P∥Q) =

∫
X Q(x)f

(
P (x)
Q(x)

)
dx in terms of the

convex conjugate of f :

Df (P∥Q) =

∫
X
Q(x) sup

c∈dom(f∗)

{
c
P (x)

Q(x)
− f∗(c)

}
dx (45a)

≥ sup
C:X→R

(∫
X
P (x)C(x) dx−

∫
X
Q(x) f∗(C(x)) dx

)
(45b)

= sup
C:X→R

(EP [C(X) ] + EQ [−f∗(C(X)) ] ) , (45c)

where the supremum is taken over all measurable functions
C : X → R. Under mild conditions on f [63], the bound
is tight for C∗(x) = f ′

(
p(x)
q(x)

)
, where f ′ denotes the first

derivative of f .

Using the above remark, we now suppose C(x) is a
variational function parameterized by ω, and represent it
as Cω(x) = h (Vω(x)), where Vω : X → R, and h :
R → dom(f∗) is an output activation function. We call
Cω : X → R as the critic function. Choosing f(c) =
c log c − (c + 1) log(c+1

2 ) gives us the Jensen-Shannon’s
divergence (JSD) and we have f∗(v) = − log (1− ev). Using
the JSD and choosing the output activation function as h(t) =
− log(1 + e−t), the variational lower bound (45c) reduces to
the original GAN objective (43), where Cω(x) = h(Vω(x)) =
logDω(x), and −f∗ (logDω(x)) = log(1−Dω(x)).

Remark 2 (Optimal Transport Problem). A recent body of
work study generative models from an optimal transport (OT)
point of view. Let X and Y be two measurable spaces,
and let P(X ) and P(Y) be the sets of all positive Radon
probability measures on X and Y , respectively. For any
measurable non-negative cost function c : X × Y → R+,
the optimal transport problem (Kantorovich problem) between
distributions P ∈ P(X ) and Q ∈ P(Y) is defined as [73],
[74]:

OTc (P ,Q) := inf
π∈Π(P ,Q)

Eπ [ c(X,Y) ] , (46)

where Π(P ,Q) denotes the set of joint distributions
(couplings) over the product space X × Y with marginals
P and Q, respectively. That is, for all measurable
sets A ⊂ X and B ⊂ Y , we have Π(P ,Q) :=
{π ∈ P(X × Y) : π(A× Y) = P (A), π(X × B) = Q(B)}.
The joint measures π ∈ Π(P ,Q) are called the transport
plans. The cost function c represents the cost to move a unit
of mass from x to y.
Remark 3 (Dual Formulation). The Kantorovich problem (46)
defines a constrained linear program, and hence admits an

equivalent dual formulation:
OTc (P ,Q) := sup

(h1,h2)∈R(c)

EP [h1(X) ] + EQ [h2(Y) ] , (47a)

where for any c ∈ C(X × Y), the set of admissible dual
potentials (also known as Kantorovich potentials) is R(c) :=
{ (h1,h2) ∈ C(X )× C(Y) : h1(x) + h2(y) ≤ c(x,y), ∀(x,y)
∈ X × Y }, where C(X ) and C(Y) are the space of continuous
(real-valued) functions on X and Y , respectively.

For any h2 ∈ C(Y), let us define its c-transform7 hc
1 ∈ C(Y)

of h1 ∈ C(X ) as hc
1(y) := infx∈X c(x,y)−h1(x), ∀y ∈ Y .

Given a candidate potential h1 for the first variable, hc
1 is the

best possible potential that can be paired with h1. A function
hc
1 in the form above is called a c-concave function. Note that

Kantorovich potentials satisfy h2 = hc
1. Denoting h1 = h we

can rewrite the dual formulation in (47) as:
OTc (P ,Q) = sup

h∈C(X )

EP [h(X) ] + EQ [hc(Y) ] . (48)

Remark 4 (Wasserstein Distance). In the Kantorovich
problem (46), assume X = Y , let (X , d) be a metric space,
and consider c(x,y) = dp(x,y) for some p ≥ 1. In this case,
the p-Wasserstein distance8 on X is defined as:

Wp(P ,Q) := OTdp (P ,Q)
1/p

. (49)

The cases p = 1 and p = 2 are particularly interesting.
The 1-Wasserstein distance is more flexible and easier to
bound, moreover, the Kantorovich-Rubinstein duality holds
for the 1-Wasserstein distance. The 2-Wasserstein distance
is more appropriate to reflect the geometric features, more-
over, it scales better with the dimension. Let Lp(h) =

supx,y∈X { |h(x)−h(y)|
dp(x,y) : x ̸= y} denotes the Lipschitz con-

stant of a function h ∈ C(X ) with respect to cost c(x,y) =
dp(x,y). One can show that if Lp(h) ≤ 1, then hc = −h. Let
Hp,k = {h ∈ C(X ) : Lp(h) ≤ k} is the set of all bounded
Lp(h)-Lipschitz functions on (X , d) with c(x,y) = dp(x,y)
such that Lp(h) ≤ k. The W1(P ,Q) can be rewritten as:

W1(P ,Q) = sup
h∈H1,1

EP [h(X) ]− EQ [h(Y) ] . (50)

Note that, as stated before, the latent variable generative
models aim at capturing data distributions by minimizing
specific discrepancy measures between the true (but unknown)
data distribution PX and the generated model distribution
Pθ(X). Moreover, in practice, only an empirical data distri-
bution PD(X) is available. In the Optimal Transport problem,
one can factor the mapping from X ∈ X to Y ∈ X , i.e., the
couplings Π(P ,Q), through a latent code Z ∈ Z . This shed
light on the connections between the latent variable generative
models and Optimal Transport problem.

Let Y = gθ(Z) ∈ X denotes the generated samples by
a generator gθ : Z → X and consider the Kantorovich-
Rubinstein duality formulation (50). By restricting the dual
potential h to have a parametric form, i.e., h = Dω : X → R,
the Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) [12] considers the following
objective:

7The c-transform is a generalization of the Legendre transform from convex
analysis. If c(x,y) = ⟨x,y⟩ on Rn × Rn, the c-transform coincides with
the Legendre transform.

8The p-Wasserstein satisfies the three metric axioms, hence it defines an
actual distance between P and Q. Also, note that Wp depends on d.
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min
θ

max
ω

LWGAN (θ,ω)

:= EPD(X) [Dω(X) ]− EQψ(Z) [Dω ( gθ(Z)) ] , (51)

where the 1-Lipschitz constraint in (50) is satisfied by using
a deep neural network with ReLu units.

Let Pθ(Y |Z = z) = δ(y − gθ(z)),∀z ∈ Z , i.e., suppose
Y ∼ Pθ(X) is defined with a deterministic mapping, the
parameterized Kantorovich problem associated with (46) can
be expressed as follows:9:
OTc (PD(X),Pθ(X)) = inf

π∈Π(PD(X),Pθ(X))
Eπ [ c(X,Y) ]

= inf
Pϕ(Z|X):

Pϕ(Z)=Qψ(Z)

EPD(X)

[
EPϕ(Z|X) [ c (X, gθ(Z)) ]

]
. (52)

The Wasserstein Auto-Encoder (WAE) [13] is formulated as
the relaxed unconstrained parameterized OT (52), and reads
as:
min
ϕ,θ

LWAE (ϕ,θ) := EPD(X)

[
EPϕ(Z|X) [ c(X, gθ(Z)) ]

]
+λ′ dist(Pϕ(Z),Qψ(Z)), (53)

where λ′ ≥ 0 is a regularization parameter, and
dist(Pϕ(Z),Qψ(Z)) is a discrepancy between Pϕ(Z) and
Qψ(Z). For instance, one can consider dist(Pϕ(Z),Qψ(Z)) =
Df (Pϕ(Z)∥Qψ(Z)), or alternatively, one can use the Maxi-
mum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) for a characteristic positive-
definite reproducing kernel [13]. Note that, in contrast
to β-VAE (41), the WAE [13] directly captures discrep-
ancy between aggregated posterior Pϕ(Z) and proposal
prior Qψ(Z), and ignoring the conditional relative entropy
DKL(Pϕ(Z |X) ∥Qψ(Z) | PD(X)). To see its connection with
CLUB model, consider the DVCLUB objective (17). Note that
maximizing the information utility ILϕ,θ(X;Z) is equivalent
to minimizing the divergence measure between PD(X) and
Pθ(X), as well as, minimizing the negative log-likelihood
EPD(X)

[
EPϕ(Z|X) [− logPθ(X |Z)]

]
.

In WAE objective (53), let c(x,y) = d2(x,y). This will
lead us to the Adversarial Auto-Encoders (AAEs) model [14].
This means that the AAEs minimizes 2-Wasserstein distance
between PD(X) and Pθ(X). Hence, the AAE objective reads
as:
min
ϕ,θ

LAAE (ϕ,θ) := EPD(X)

[
EPϕ(Z|X) [− logPθ(X |Z) ]

]
+ λ′ dist(Pϕ(Z),Qψ(Z)). (54)

6.3. Connection with Modern Data Compression Models
The deterministic CLUB (DCLUB) model encourages to

have a deterministic encoding function. Considering the
Markov chain (U,S)−◦−X−◦−Z, the DCLUB functional can
be expressed as:
DCLUB (Ru,Rs,PU,S,X) := inf

PZ|X:

(U,S)−◦−X−◦−Z

H(Z)

s.t. I (U;Z) ≥ Ru, I (S;Z) ≤ Rs. (55)

Clearly, DIB model (34) is a specific case of the DCLUB
(55); and hence, the CLUB model. For full details, refer to
the expanded presentation available at arXiv:2207.04895.

9An almost similar formulation holds for the case in which Pθ(Y |Z) are
not necessarily Dirac. We refer the reader to [13], [75] for more details.

6.4. Connection with Fair Machine Learning Models
In the field of algorithmic fairness, there is an effort to

mitigate biases against certain variables (e.g. gender, ethnicity)
in the results of models. Mitigation approaches are categorized
into three groups: pre-processing, in-processing, and post-
processing. The goal of in-processing approaches is to mitigate
bias during training. Fair representation learning aims to learn
a representation that is invariant to certain variables. The
CLUB model can aid in fair representation learning while con-
sidering both information complexity and utility constraints.

7. CONCLUSION

We proposed a general family of optimization problems
that unified and generalized most of the state-of-the-art
information-theoretic privacy models. We first addressed ob-
fuscation and utility measures under logarithmic loss, and
then expressed the concept of relevant information from
information-theoretic and statistical perspectives. We then in-
troduced and characterized the CLUB optimization problem
and established a variational lower bound to optimize the
associated CLUB Lagrangian functional. We constructed the
DVCLUB models by employing neural networks to parameter-
ize variational approximations of the information complexity,
information leakage, and information utility quantities. We
also proposed alternating block coordinate descent training
algorithms associated with the proposed DVCLUB models.
The DVCLUB model sheds light on the connections between
information theory and generative models, deep compression
models, as well as, fair machine learning models. In addi-
tion, this unifying perspective allows us to relate the CLUB
model to several information-theoretic coding problems. Con-
structing an I-measure, consistent with Shannon’s information
measures, we geometrically represent the relationship among
Shannon’s information measures in state-of-the-art bottleneck
problems, interpreting the differences in their objectives. Al-
though the CLUB model is formulated using Shannon’s mu-
tual information, which leads us to self-consistent equations,
one can also use other information measures with different
operational meanings.
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